
Am. t5, ereasreux, Nag env' 
1/4/74 

Dear Bob, 

Thanks for your letter of the 19th, which you didn t reel  until the 27th. 

As ofnow there are only two wholesalers who have any copies of the new book 
and I don t know of a single copy either has put out. In NYC and in DC. 

So, I'd uoloome distribution. 

I'm disappointed that Rolling Stone hac had no interest in ancillary rights. 
By now the topieclity oft ht be fairly obvious. 

I suspect that they are rather pissed off at me. All editors came to believe 
they understand ail there is to be understood and all are of the best intentions. 
They do not welcome forthright see or criticism. 

Because it is about a week since you expected to see Wenner and I've heard 
nothing from him I take it I have his answer. 

Before we had the book ready, Jon Newhall of Zodiac Rows spoke to peoplox 
at Rolling Stone to see if teoy would distribute and to try to interest them in 
ancillary uses. Re got nodhere. And that was when they'd have had an exclusive on 
what was page one throughout the world - even b fore the current CIO. flap to which 
it is and will remain so relevant. 

Thin means they would now have to tell themselves their judgement wee bad. 
In my experience people, especially yoeng and dedicate- people, do not do anything 
like thin easily. 

However, if they are hungup on me, Loser's part would lend itself to ready 
condensation and is topicrl and new. It has not been mentioned anywhere. 

Rolling Store could have had au exclusive on CIA aud dealeetio intelligence 
months ago but they were unresponsive. When they were I incorporated what was 
pertinent in the draft of ey Watergate look. It has much that hee not come out 
yet. Kinds of spooling not even indicated yet, simple, indirect and an effective 
impediment to the first amendment. 

I'm sorry thiage are this way. 

But thanks for your willingle©s and your offorta. 

I look forward to your piece. 

If you've seen what Ron Keenler wrote on the He e: now developments, I'd 
appreciate your opinions. 

Rope you have a good year. 

Best regerdz, 



ROBERT BLAIR KAISER 

449 NORTH MC CADDEN PLACE, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90004 

19 December 1974 

Dear Harold, 

I'm afraid that it has taken me until now to 
finish my travels and my interviews for the 
piece that I am trying to do for Rolling Stone.  

Jann Wenner, the publisher of the Stone (and 
the guy who makes all the decisions) has been 
out of the country. I will see him next week 
(possibly Dec. 28 or so) and will propose to 
him then the possibility of distributing 
Whitewash IV -- if you haven't gotten a distri-
butor yourself in the meantime. 

If I don't hear from you, I'll assume that 
You haven't gotten your own distributor and 
go ahead with Wenner. 

pay ristmas season to you and your wife. 

Kaiser 


